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INTRODUCTION 

The  design  requirements  for  the  next  generation  of  fighter  aircraft  may  include 
the  ability  to  land  on  short  or  bomb-damaged  runways.  This  capability  will  probably 
require  adding  thrust-reversing  capability to nozzle  designs. 

The idea  of  thrust  reversing  after  aircraft  touchdown is certainly  not  new. 
Commercial  aircraft  have  been  using  reversers  during  ground  roll  for  many  years. Two 
European  tactical  aircraft,  the  Saab-Scania  Viggen  and  the  Panavia  Tornado,  currently 
use  reversers  for  reductions  in  landing  ground  roll.  However,  much  of  the  capability 
of  these  landing-ground-roll  reversers is lost  by  delays  in  deployment  of  the 
reverser  upon  touchdown  and  by  the  relatively  long  engine  spool-up  times  required  for 
maximum  reverse  thrust  once  aircraft  touchdown  has  occurred.  (See  refs. 1 and 2.)  

Additional  reduction  of  required  landing-field  length  might  be  accomplished 
through  the  use  of  a  thrust-reversing  concept  which  allows  the  pilot  to  maintain  the 
engine  at  a  high  energy  state  by  spoiling  the  engine  thrust  using  a  partially 
deployed  thrust  reverser.  Once  the  aircraft  has  touched  down,  full  deployment  of  the 
reverser  (approximately 1 second)  would  provide  almost  instantaneous  maximum  reverse 
thrust. 

Many  studies  on  the  concept  of  in-flight  thrust  reversing  have  been  conducted  in 
recent  years.  (See  refs. 1 to 27.) Flight  and  wind-tunnel  test  programs  on  an  F-94C 
(ref. 3 ) ,  an  F-100F  (ref. 4), and  an  F-11A  (refs. 5 and 7 to 11) were  conducted 
between 1956 and 1975. These  early  programs  demonstrated  that  thrust  reversers  inte- 
grated  into  single-engine  axisymmetric  exhaust  nozzles  provided  many  benefits, 
including  improved  flight-path  control  and  reduced  landing  ground  roll.  However, 
problems  were  found  for  all  cases  in  the  handling  qualities  of  the  aircraft  when  the 
reversers  were  deployed  at  landing-approach  (low-speed)  conditions.  Almost all the 
research  conducted  on  in-flight  thrust  reversing  for  high-performance  tactical  air- 
craft  since 1975 has  been  in  conjunction  with  nonaxisymmetric  exhaust  nozzles  (refs. 
12 to 24, 26, and 27)  with  thrust-vectoring  capability.  If  thrust  vectoring  is  not  a 
requirement,  axisymmetric  nozzles  fitted  with  an  in-flight  thrust  reverser  may  be an 
attractive  option. 

Two  promising  axisymmetric-nozzle  thrust-reverser  concepts  appear  to  be  a 
rotating-vane  configuration  (refs. 2 and 25) and  a  three-door  configuration 
(ref. 2 ) .  Both  concepts  appear  to  be  relatively  lightweight  and  mechanically 
feasible  for  incorporation  into  a  fighter  aircraft.  As  a  result,  an  investigation 
has  been  conducted in the  static-test  facility of the  Langley l6-~oot Transonic 
Tunnel  to  determine  the  internal  performance  of  the  two  thrust-reverser  concepts. 
Nozzle  exhaust  was  simulated  using  high-pressure  air.  Nozzle  pressure  ratio  was 
varied  from 2.0 to  approximately 6.0. 



SYMBOLS 

A l l  forces and angles   are   referenced  to   the model center   l ine  (body a x i s ) .  

PLP 
A, 

At 

total   three-door  reverser-port   throat  area,  cm2 (see f ig .  3( b)  1 

primary  nozzle-throat  area on three-door  reverser  approach  blocker, cm 2 

( s e e   f i g .   3 ( b ) )  

total   nozzle- throat   area,  cm 2 

da,db,dC,dd  diameters  used  to  describe model geometry, cm ( s e e   f i g .   3 ( b ) )  

dr diameter of primary  nozzle  throat of three-door  reverser  approach  blocker, 
cm ( s e e   f i g .   3 ( b )  1 

F measured t h r u s t  along body ax is ,  N 

Mach number 

measured  normal force,  N 

ambient pressure,  Pa 

average j e t   t o t a l   p re s su re ,  Pa 

gas constant   ( for  y = 1.3997),  287.3  J/kg-K 

je t   to ta l   t empera ture ,  K 

width of three-door  reverser  port, cm ( s e e   f i g .  3( b)  ) 

idea l  mass-flow r a t e ,  kg/sec 

measured  mass-flow ra t e ,  kg/sec 

angle  used  to  describe model geometry,  deg ( see   f ig .   3 (   b )  ) 

r a t i o  of spec i f ic   hea ts ,  1.3997 f o r   a i r  

angle  used  to  describe model geometry,  deg ( s e e   f i g .  3 ( b ) )  

geometric t h r u s t  reversing  angle measured  from horizontal   reference  l ine,  

( s ee   f i g .   3 (b )  ) 

( s e e   f i g .   3 ( b ) )  



Subscripts: 

b bottom 

L left 

R right 

t top 

Abbreviations: 

C-D  convergent-divergent 

Conf  configuration 

Configuration  designations: 

A approach 

B configuration  with  throat-area  variation 

G ground  roll 

RV rotating  vane 

TD  three  door 

APPARATUS  AND  METHODS 

Static-Test  Facility 

This  investigation  was  conducted  in  the  static-test  facility  of  the  Langley 
16-Foot  Transonic  Tunnel.  Testing  is  done  in a room  with a high  ceiling  where  the 
jet  exhausts  to  atmosphere  through a large  open  doorway.  This  facility  utilizes  the 
same  clean,  dry-air  supply  as  that  used  in  the  Langley  16-Foot  Transonic  Tunnel  and a 
similar  air-control  system,  including  valving,  filters,  and a heat  exchanger (to 
operate  the  jet  flow  at  constant  stagnation  temperature). 

Single-Engine  Propulsion  Simulation  System 

A sketch  of  the  single-engine  air-powered  nacelle  model  on  which  the  thrust 
reversers  were  mounted  is  presented  in  figure 1 with a typical  configuration 
attached. 

?m external  high-pressure  air  system  provided a continuous  flow  of  clean,  dry 
air  at a controlled  temperature  of  about 300 K. This  high-pressure  air  was  varied  up 
to approximately 6 atm ( 1  atm = 101.3 kPa)  and  was  brought  through  the  dolly-mounted 
support strut by six tubes  which  connect  to a high-pressure  plenum  chamber. As shown 
in figure 1, the  air  was  then  discharged  perpendicularly  into  the  model  low-pressure 
plenum  through  eight  multiholed  sonic  nozzles  equally  spaced  around  the  high-pressure 
plenum.  This  method  was  designed  to  minimize  any  forces  imposed  by  the  transfer  of 
axial  momentum  as  the  air  is  passed  from  the  nonmetric  (not  mounted  to  the  force 
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balance)  high-pressure  plenum to the  metric  (mounted  to  the  force  balance)  low- 
pressure  plenum.  Two  flexible  metal  bellows  are  used  as  seals  and  serve  to  compen- 
sate  for  axial  forces  caused  by  pressurization. 

The  air  was  then  passed  from  the  model  low-pressure  plenum  through a transition 
section,  choke  plate,  and  instrumentation  section,  which  were  common  for  all  reverser 
configurations  investigated.  All  reverser  configurations  were  attached  to  the 
instrumentation  section  at  model  station 97.49 cm. 

Nozzle  Design 

Photographs  of  the  two  axisymmetric-nozzle  thrust-reverser  concepts  are  shown  in 
figure  2,  and  sketches  are  presented  in  figure  3. A summary  of  configurations  tested 
is  shown  below: 

Conf 

RV 1 
RVlB 
RV2 
RV3 
RV4 
RV5 
RV5B 
RV6 
TD120A 
TDI  30A 
TD130AB 
TDl4OA 
TD12OG 
TD130G 
TD130GB 
TD140G 

Rotating  vane 

7 
Three  door 

Operating  mode 

Approach 

Ground'  roll 

I Approach 

1 
Ground  roll 

120 
130 
130 
140 
120 
130 
130 
140 

50 
50 
70 
90 
110 
130 
130 
50 

,50 
50 
70 
90 
110 
130 
130 
90 

Port  area 

Baseline 
Reduced 
Baseline 

1 Reduced 
Baseline 

I 
I 

Reduced 
Baseline 

Reduced 
Baseline 

The  rotating-vane  concept  (figs.  2(a)  and  3(a))  represents a thrust-reverser 
concept  in  which  reversing  is  accomplished  upstream  of  the  nozzle  throat.  When  the 
reverser  is  deployed, a set  of  internal  clamshell  blockers  (represented  by  the 
blocker  plate  in  fig.  3(a) 1 is completely  closed.  This  directs  all  the  exhaust  flow 
out  through  the  vanes,  while  allowing  the  engine  to  remain  "spooled  up"  in  case  of a 
missed  approach.  The  vanes  are  rotated  aft  or  forward  depending  on  the  level  of 
thrust  reversing  or  spoiling  required.  In  the  approach  mode,  the  vanes  are  rotated 
aft (€ I  < 90°)  to  direct  the  exhaust  flow  away  from  empennage  control  surfaces,  thus 
maintaining  empennage  control  effectiveness  while  spoiling  thrust.  Once  the  aircraft 
has  touched  down,  the  vanes  can be rotated  forward  (to 8 = 130O)  for  maximum  decel- 
eration  capability. 

. ,  

The  hardware of the  rotating-vane  model  tested  does  not  represent  the  external 
geometry  .of a rotating-vane  th'rust  reverser  integrated  into  an  axisymmetric  nozzle. 
However,  since  all  tests  were  conducted  at.  static  conditions,  it  is  not  required  to 
simulate  external  geometry.  'Internal  geometry,  on  the.  other  hand,  was  accurately 
simulated  upstream of the  blocker  plate. (See fig.  3(a).) The  blocker-plate  geome- 
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try  was  somewhat  different  than  the  internal  clamshell  blocker  of  the  actual 
rotating-vane  reverser  design  concept;  however,  it  is  believed  that  the  effects  of 
this  variation  are  relatively  small.  Note  also  in  figure  3(aJ  that  two  of  the 
rotating-vane  configurations,  RVlB  and  RV5B  (or !'B" configurations),  were  simply 
variations  in  throat  area At of  configurations FlV1 and RV5, respectively.  These 
area  changes  were  accomplished  by  placing  shims  (not  shown)  along  the  sides  of  the 
reverser  port  openings,  which  reduced  the  port  width  from  8.31  cm  to  approximately 
7 . 6 5  cm. . .  

The  three-door  reverser  concept  (figs.  2(b)  and  3(b)),  unlike  the  rotating-vane 
concept,  provides  reversing  downstream  of  the  unreversed  nozzle  throat.  This  'concept 
may  be  advantageous  because  it  places  the  reversing  port  farther  away  from  the  empen- 
nage  control  surfaces.  Both  approach  and  ground-roll  geometries  were  tested,  as  was 
the  case  with  the  rotating-vane  reverser.  For  approach  configurations,  part  of  the 
exhaust  flow  is  directed  forward  through  the  three  reverser  ports,  and  the  rest  is 
directed  aft  through  the  primary  nozzle.  The  amount  of  thrust  spoiling,  or  revers- 
ing,  can  be  regulated  by  varying  the  internal  clamshell  position.  Geometries  of  the 
approach  blockers  and  ground-roll  blockers  are  included  in  figure  3(b). 

Reverser-port  area  variations  on  the  three-door  130°  approach  (TD130A)  and  130° 
ground-roll  (TD130G)  configurations  were  tested  (TD130AB  and  TD130GB,  respectively). 
Reverser-port  area  reduction  was  accomplished by placing  shims  (not  shown)  upstream 
of  the  throat  inserts  (fig.  3(b))  in  each  port.  These  shims  moved  the  throat  insert 
downstream,  resulting  in  a  reduction  in  w.  Also,  figure  3(b)  shows  that A, refers 
to the  throat  area  of  the  primary  nozzle  on  the  approach  configurations. 

Instrumentation 

Forces  and  moments  on  the  model  downstream  of  station 5 2 . 0 7  an were  measured  by 
a  three-component  strain-gage  balance.  Jet  total  pressure  was  measured  at  a  fixed 
station  in  the  instrumentation  section by means  of  a  five-probe  rake  (see  fig. 1) and 
a  single  probe  (not  shown).  Each  probe  was  weighted  using  constants  determined  by 
surveying  the  nozzle-exit  flow  of  two  standard-calibration  nozzles  tested  prior  to 
testing  the  reverser  configurations.  A  thermocouple,  also  located  in  the  instrumen- 
tation  section,  was  used  to  measure  jet  total  temperature.  Total  mass-flow  proper- 
ties  were  determined  based  on  temperature  and  pressure  measurements  made  in  the  sup- 
ply  pipe  upstream  of  the  eight  sonic  nozzles.  These  measurements  were  used  to 
calibrate  the  discharge  coefficients  of  the  sonic  nozzles  against  known  discharge 
coefficients  of  standard  convergent  choke  nozzles  as  discussed  in  reference 16. 

Several  pressure  tubes  were  secured  externally  to  the  model  and  propulsion 
system  to  determine  whether  a  correction  would  be  required  for  effects  of  the  jet  on 
any  external  surfaces.  Negligible  effects  of  the  jet  on  external  pressures  were 
found,  hence  no  correction  was  applied to the  data. 

Data  Reduction 

All data  were  recorded  on  magnetic  tape.  At  each  test  point,  approximately 
50 frames  of  data  were  recorded  at  a  rate  of  10  frames  per  second.  These  samples 
were  averaged,  and  the  averaged  values  were  used  for  all  coniputations.  All  data 
included  in  this  report are-referenced to  the  model  center  line. 
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The  basic  performance  parameter  used  for  the  presentation  of  results  is  the 
internal  thrust  ratio  F/Fi,  which  is  the  ratio  of  the  actual  nozzle  thrust  (along 
the  body  axis) to  the  ideal  nozzle  thrust.  Actual  nozzle  thrust  was  obtained  from 
the  balance  axial-force  measurement  corrected  fox  weight  tares  and  balance  interac- 
tions.  Although  the  bellows  arrangement  was  designed to eliminate  pressure  and 
momentum  interactions  with  the  balance,  small  bellows  tares  on  axial,  normal,  and 
pitch  balance  components  still  exist.  These  tares  result  from a small  pressure  dif- 
ference  between  the  ends  of  the  bellows  when  internal.velocities  are  high  and  also 
from  small  differences  in  the  forward-  and  aft-bellows  spring  constants  when  the 
bellows  are  pressurized. As discussed  in  reference 16, these  bellows  tares  were 
determined  by  running  convergent  calibration  nozzles  with  known  performance  over a 
range  of  expected  normal  forces  and  pitching  moments.  The  balance  data  were  then 
corrected  in a manner  similar  to  that  discussed  in  reference 16. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The  variation  of  nozzle  discharge  coefficient  wp/wi  and  internal  thrust  ratio 
F/F~ with  nozzle  pressure  ratio  (ratio  of  jet  total  pressure  to  ambient  pressure) 
for  each  reverser  configuration  is  presented  in  figures 4 and 5. Figures  4(b)  and 
5(b)  present  variations  of  the  ratio  of  measured  normal  force  to  ideal  thrust  with 
nozzle  pressure  ratio  for  each  configuration  tested. 

The  ideal  mass-flow  rate  wi  (used  in  the  discharge-coefficient  calculation) 
was  for  all  configurations  based  on  the  actual  measured  reverser  throat  (or  port) 
areas.  These  throat  areas  vary  for  each  configuration  tested.  (See  fig. 3 . )  

Rotating-Vane  Reverser 

A summary  of  measured  discharge  coefficients  wp/wi  for  the  rotating-vane 
reverser  is  shown  in  figure  4(a).  These  discharge  coefficients  are  low  in  magnitude 
compared  with  typical  forward-mode  nozzle  operation  and  are  not  independent  of  nozzle 
pressure  ratio.  Both  of  these  observations  seem  to  indicate  the  possibility of flow- 
separation  regions  in  the  reverser  ports.  These  regions  could  result  in  sonic  flow 
areas  which  are  substantially  less  than  measured  geometric  throat  areas  and  which 
vary  with  nozzle  pressure  ratio  and  reverser-vane  angle.  Discharge  coefficient  gen- 
erally  decreased  as  reverser  angle  decreased  from  130°  (reversed  thrust) to 50° 
(spoiled  thrust).  This  result  is  believed  to  be  caused  by  orientation of the 
reverser  vanes  relative  to  the  reverser  port.  As  shown  in  figure  3(a),  the  reverser- 
port  forward  and  aft  walls  are  aligned  at  130°  from  the  horizontal  reference  line  and 
are  therefore  aligned  with  the  vanes  for  configuration  Rv5 (8 / 8  = 13Oo/13O0).  As 
the  rotating  vanes  are  rotated  aft  toward 8 = 50°,  the  reverser  flow  is  redirected 
from a flow  angle  of  approximately  130°  in  the  reverser  port  back  toward  the  thrust 
axis.  This  results  in  additional  discharge-coefficient  losses. 

t b  

The  two  iterations  on  reverser-port  area  (reduced  port  area),  configurations 
RVlB ( 8 = 50°) and  RV5B ( 8 = 130° 1, resulted  in  an  increase  in  discharge  coefficient. 
The  reason  for  this  increase  is  not  fully  understood,  but  it  may  be  the  result of the 
area-reduction  shims  being  placed  in  regions  of  flow  separation  (low  energy  flow). 
This  results  in a reduction  of  the  internal  flow  losses.  These  area-reduction  shims 
may  also  result  in a more  well-defined  or  stable  choke  (sonic)  line  for  the  throat. 
Another  interesting  (and  at  the  present,  unexplainable)  observation  results  from 
comparing  discharge  coefficients  of  the  asymmetric  reverser  configuration  RV6 
(8 / e  = 50O/9O0)  with  those  of  configurations  Rv1 (8 = 50°) and  Rv3 (8 = goo). For 
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a l l  nozzle  pressure ratios tes ted,   the   discharge  coeff ic ients  of reverser  configura- 
t i on  RV6 were higher  than  those of configurations RV1 or  RV3. This w a s  s u r p r i s i n g   i n  
tha t   r eve r se r  RV6 discharge  coeff ic ients  would be expected t o   f a l l  between those of 
RV1 and RV3. It can  only be  assumed t h a t  asymmetric  reversing must s ign i f i can t ly  
a l t e r   t he   i n t e rna l   f l ow  pa t t e rns  and throat  (choke)  location and area.  

A summary of the  internal   thrust-rat io   performance  character is t ics   for   the 
rotating-vane  reverser is a l so  shown i n   f i g u r e   4 ( a ) .  For  purposes  of  comparison,  the 
ideal  value of F/Fi based on the  cosine of the  reverser  angle  (cos 8 )  is also  pre-  
sented* A s  can  be  seen,  varying amounts of th rus t   spoi l ing  or reverse   th rus t  are 
provided,  depending upon turning-vane  angle.   In  general ,   for  al l  vane configurations 
t e s t ed ,  F/Fi increased as nozzle  pressure  ratio  pt , j /pa  increased,  indicating a 
reduction  in  reversing  effectiveness  with  increasing  nozzle  pressure  ratio.  The 50° 
approach  configuration RV1 s p o i l s   t h r u s t  more e f fec t ive ly   than  would be expected by 
the vane  angle  (cos SO0 = 0.64).  This is due t o   t h e   i n a b i l i t y  of the  turning  vanes 
to  efficiently  redirect   the  reverser-port   exhaust  f low  (which is al igned  a t   approxi-  
mately 130O) a f t .  The 130° ground-roll  configuration RV5 provided  the  largest  amount 
of reverse   thrust ,   as   expected,  and  exceeded  the  "desired"  level of F/Fi = -0.5 
( r e f .  12)  fo r   a l l   nozz le   p re s su re   r a t io s   t e s t ed .  

The e f f e c t  of reduced  port   area  ( throat  area) on s t a t i c   i n t e r n a l   t h r u s t   p e r f o r -  
mance is a l so  shown i n   f i g u r e   4 ( a ) .  As expected,  small  reductions  in  reverser-port 
a rea  had l i t t l e   e f f e c t  on internal  thrust-ratio  performance. 

Asymmetric reversing  configuration RV6 ( 8  /e  = 5Oo/9O0) r e su l t ed   i n  a spoi led 
th rus t - r a t io  performance  level between t h a t  of configurations Rv1 (@,/Ob = 5Oo/5O0) 
and ~3 ( 7 9 0 ° / 9 0 0 )  . However, t he   i n t e rna l   t h rus t - r a t io  performance of con- 
f igu ra t ion  KV6 l nd lca t e s   t ha t  more th rus t  was spoiled  than would have  been calculated 
(F/Fi = 0 . 3 2 )  based on reverser geometry.  Again, t h i s  is  due to   the  decreased 
turning  eff ic iency of the 0 = 50° vanes,  allowing more exhaust  flow t o  be passed 
through  the 8 = 90° vanes  than  through  the 8 = 50° vanes. 

t b  

The r a t i o s  of measured  normal fo rce   t o   i dea l   t h rus t   ( f i g .   4 (b ) )   fo r   con f igu ra -  
t i o n  RV6 a lso   ind ica te   tha t  more exhaust  flow was passed  through  the 8 = 90° vanes 
than  through  the 0 = 50° vanes. Had equal amounts of mass flow  been  exhausted from 
the  50° top-port and 90° bottom-port  turning  vanes, a value of N/Fi of  approxi- 
mately 0 . 1 2  would have resulted  (based on summation of force  components). As shown 
in   f i gu re   4 (b ) ,   va lues  of N/Fi i n  excess of 0.24 were obtained.  These  values of 
N/Fi are   in   general   greater   than  the  internal   thrust   ra t ios  F/Fi, and large nose- 
down p i tch ing  moments can  be  generated when the  reverser  is not   loca ted   a t   the  air- 
c ra f t   p i t ch   cen te r .  

Three-Door Reverser 

A summary of the measured discharge  coeff ic ients   for   the  three-door   reverser  i s  
presented   in   f igure  5( a )  . A s  w a s  the  case  with  the  rotating-vane  reverser,  discharge 
coef f ic ien ts   a re   genera l ly  low and are not  independent of nozzle   pressure  ra t io .  The 
three-door   reverser   discharge  coeff ic ients   fa l l   in to  two dis t inct   groups.  A s  
expected,  the  approach-configuration  data  are  significantly  higher  in  magnitude  than 
the  ground-roll  configurations,  because less than 50 percent of the  exhaust  flow is 
directed  out   the   reverser   ports .  The remainder is exhausted  axially  through  the 
primary  nozzle. The approach-configuration  discharge  coefficients  agreed  to  within 
approximately 1 p e r c e n t ,   a t  a constant  value  of  ptlj/pa,  except  for  the area 
i t e r a t i o n  on the 130° approach  reverser case. Discharge  coefficient was between 1 
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and  2  percent  higher  for  configuration  TD130AB  (smaller  port  area),  because  a  larger 
percentage  of  the  total  exhaust  flow  was  directed  through  the  mere  efficient  primary 
nozzle.  The  reduced  area  of  the  ground-roll  reverser  configuration  TD130GB  also 
provided  increases  in  discharge  coefficient  when  compared  with  configuration  TD130G. 
Reasons  for  the  increase  are  unknown,  but  could  result  from  improved  internal  flow 
conditions  (possibly  reduced  internal  separation).  Static  internal  thrust  perfor- 
mance  for  the  three-door  reverser  configurations  is  also  presented  in  figure 5(a). 
Forward  thrust  was  spoiled  for  all  approach  configurations  tested.  Thrust  ratio 
F/Fi  for  the  approach  configurations  are  nearly  linear  and  increase  (reduced 
reverser  efficiency)  only  slightly  with  increasing  nozzle  pressure  ratio.  The  140° 
approach  configuration  TDl4OA  was  the  only  exception. No loss in  reverse-thrust 
performance  with  increasing  values  of pt, j/pa  was  experienced.  A  reduction in 
reverser-port  area  for  the  130°  approach  reverser  configuration  TD130AB  resulted  in  a 
2  to  3  percent loss in  reverse  thrust.  This  is  the  result  of  a  larger  portion  of  the 
exhaust  flow  exiting  through  the  primary  nozzle  as  compared  with  the  configura- 
tion  TD130A. 

The  ground-roll  reverser  configurations  all  provided  amounts  of  reverse  thrust 
in  excess  of  F/Fi = -0.5,  except  for  the 1 20°  configuration  TD120G  for  values  of 
pt ./pa < 3.0.  As  shown  in  figure 5( a) , reverse-thrust  performance  of  the  ground- 
roij configuration  was  dependent  upon  jet  total-pressure  ratio  pt,  j/pa.  Peak 
reverse-thrust  performance  occurred  between  a  nozzle  pressure  ratio  of 3.5  and  4.0. 
These  peaks  are  believed  to  be  the  result  of  supersonic  expansion  downstream  of  the 
throat  in  the  reverser  duct.  This  expansion  may  be  the  result  of  one  or  more  of  the 
following  factors: ( 1 )  A small  amount  of  divergence  downstream  of  the  reverser-port 
throats  caused  by  the  radial  shape  of  the  port  openings, (2 )  external  expansion on 
the  throat  insert  downstream  of  the  reverser-port  throats,  or  (3)  internal  flow  sepa- 
ration  around  the  reverser  duct  corners. 

Only  one  data  point  could  be  obtained  on  configuration  TD140G  (140O  ground-roll 
reverser)  because  of  severe  model  vibrations  encountered  when  nozzle  pressure  ratio 
was  increased  from  pt,  j/pa = 2.0. These  severe  vibrations  are  believed  to  be 
related  to  unsteady  separation  regions  at  the  entrance  corners of the  reverser  pas- 
sages.  The  oscillations  in  the  nozzle  were so severe  that  they  fed  forward  into  the 
cylindrical  instrumentation  section  and  were  observed  on  the  jet  total-pressure  rake 
readings.  These  vibrations  would  have  to  be  eliminated  for  practical  application  for 
aircraft  use.  However,  since  TD130G ( 8  = 130O)  provided  levels of reverse  thrust in 
excess  of  -0.5,  there  seems  to  be  little  need  for  configuration  TD140G. 

The  ratio of measured  normal  force  to  ideal  thrust  versus  nozzle  pressure  ratio 
for  the  three-door  reverser  configurations  is  presented  in  figure  5(b).  It  is  shown 
in  the  figure  that  there  are  some  relatively  large  normal-force  components  (espe- 
cially  for  configurations  TD130G  and  TD130GB).  For  these  configurations,  undesirable 
normal-force  components  could  probably  be  eliminated  by  simply  adjusting  port  areas 
(for  example,  reducing  the  top-port  throat  area). 

Performance  Comparisons 

A  comparison  of  the  measured  thrust  ratios  F/Fi  with  the  maximum  expected 
thrust  ratio  based  on  geometric  reverser  angle 8 is  presented  in  figure 6. The 
maximum  expected  thrust  ratio  (represented  by  the  solid  line)  is  simply  defined  as 
the  cosine  of  the  geometric  reverser  angle.  Perhaps  the  most  correct  way  to  define 
the  maximum  expected  thrust  ratio  for  thrust-reverser  configurations  (vane  angles, 
etc.)  of  a  particular  generic  nozzle  type  would  be  to  multiply  cos 8 by  F/Fi for 
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the  unreversed  baseline  nozzle.  This  would  result  in  maximum  expected  thrust  ratios 
that  are  biased  toward  the  actual  thrust  ratio  of  the  baseline  nozzle.  For  this 
study,  the  value  of  unreversed  baseline  nozzle F/F~ was  assumed  to  be 1.0, since 
several  different  .nozzle  types  from  several  references  are  compared.  With  the 
variable-geometry,  high-performance  nozzles  currently  existing  (or  being  studied), 
this  assumption  is  a  reasonable  one  and  has  little  effect  on  the  results  presented. 
Values  of  thrust  ratio  above  the  expected  thrust-ratio  curve  (solid  line  in  fig. 6) 
represent  reduced  reversing  efficiency  (or  an  actual  reverse-thrust  turning  angle 
smaller  than  the  geometric  reversing  angle).  Conversely,  values  of  thrust  ratio 
below  the  expected  thrust-ratio  curve  indicate  more  reverse  thrust  than  expected. 
Comparisons  are  made  at  a  nozzle  pressure  ratio  of  2.6,  which  is  typical  of  current 
high-performance,  low-bypass-ratio  engines  operating  at  approach  and  landing  condi- 
tions. As shown  in  figure 6, comparisons  are  made  between  the  rotating-vane  and 
three-door  reversers  of  the  present  investigation  and  several  other  thrust-reverser 
concepts  including  axisymmetric,  two-dimensional  convergent-divergent (2-D C-D), and 
wedge  nozzle  reverser  concepts. 

The  thrust  ratios  €or  the  rotating-vane  and  three-door  reversers  are,  in  gen- 
eral,  close  to  the  expected  values,  indicating  relatively  efficient  thrust-reversing 
operations  compared  with  many  of  the  other  thrust-reversing  concepts.  In  fact,  the 
rotating-vane  reverser  provided  more  reverse  thrust  than  expected  for 8 C llOo. A 
curve  faired  through  the  data  for  the  rotating-vane  reverser  intersects  the  calcu- 
lated  thrust-ratio  curve  at  approximately 8 = 115O. This  indicates  that  the 

' reverser  exhaust  probably  tends  to  exit  the  reverser  port  at  an  angle  of 115O, rather 
than  aligning  itself  with  the  reverser-port  walls  at 8 = 130O. This  argument 
explains  why  the  thrust  ratios  for  rotating-vane  angles  less  than 1 loo provide  more 
reverse  thrust  than  expected  and  why  vane  angles  greater  than l l O o  provide  less 
reverse  thrust  than  expected.  Both  the  rotating-vane  and  three-door  reverser  con- 
cepts  were  capable  of  providing  reverse-thrust  ratios  in  excess of the  desired 
F/Fi = -0.5 for  maximum  ground-roll  deceleration  effectiveness. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

An  investigation  has  been  conducted  in  the  static-test  facility  of  the  Langley 
16-Foot  Transonic  Tunnel  to  determine  the  static  performance  of  two  axisymmetric- 
nozzle  thrust-reverser  concepts. A rotating-vane  thrust  reverser  represented  a  con- 
cept  in  which  reversing  is  accomplished  upstream  of  the  nozzle  throat,  and  a  three- 
door  reverser  concept  provided  reversing  downstream  of  the  nozzle  throat.  Nozzle 
pressure  ratio  was  varied  from 2.0  to  approximately  6.0.  The  results  of  this  inves- 
tigation  indicate  the  following: 

1. Both  the  rotating-vane  and  three-door  reverser  concepts  were  capable  of  pro- 
viding  static  reverse-thrust  ratios  in  excess  of -0.5 for  maximum  landing-ground-roll 
deceleration  effectiveness. 

2. Both  the  rotating-vane  and  three-door  reverser  concepts  were  effective  static 
thrust  spoilers  with  the  landing-approach  (forward-flight)  nozzle  geometry. 
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3. Comparisons of measured  static  thrust  ratios  with  expected  thrust  ratios  based 
on geometric  turning  angle  indicate  relatively  efficient  reverser  performance  for 
both  reverser concepts. Magnitudes  of  reverse-thrust  ratio  for  a  given  geometric 
reverser  angle  for  the  two  axisymmetric  reversers  of  this  study  were  generally  equal 
to or greater  than the magnitudes of reverse-thrust  ratio  measured  on  other  types of 
thrust reversers. 

Langley  Research  Center 
National  Aeronautics  and  Space  Administration 
Hampton, VA 23665 
April 30,  1982 
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Figure 1.- Sketch showing general  arrangement of air-powered  single-engine nacelle 
model. ( A l l  dimensions- i n  cm unless  otherwise  noted.) 



L-81-4187 
(a) Rotating-vane thrust  reverser; 8 /e  = 5 O 0 / 5 O O  : 

configuration RV1. 
t b  

r 

L-S 1-3890 
(b) Three-door thrust reverser; 120° approach geometry; 

configuration TD12OA. 

Figure 2.- Photographs of axisymmetric-nozzle thrust reversers installed in 
static-test facility of Langley l6-~oot Transonic Tunnel. 
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Figure 3.- Sketches of axisymmetric thrust-reverser concepts. ( A l l  dimensions 
in cm unless  otherwise noted.) 
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VIEW A-A 

(b) Three-door thrust reverser. 
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Figure 3. - Concluded. 
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Figure 4.- Summary of s t a t i c  ( M  = 0)  performance charac te r i s t ics  of rotating-vane  thrust-reverser 
concept. Tick marks represent  area  i terations ("B" configurations) . 
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